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Abstract 

The potential of a given π-conjugated organic molecule in an organic 

semiconductor device is highly dependent on molecular packing, as it  strongly 

influences the charge carrier mobility of the material. Such solid-state p acking 

is sensitive to subtle differences in their intermolecular interactions and is 

challenging to predict. Chirality of the organic molecule adds an additional 

element of complexity to intuitive packing prediction. Here we use crystal 

structure prediction to explore the lattice energy landscape of a potential chiral 

organic semiconductor, [6]helicene. We reproduce the experimentally observed 

enantiopure crystal structure and explain the absence of an experiment ally 

observed racemate structure. By exploring how the hole and electron mobility 

varies across the energy-structure-function landscape for [6]helicene, we find 

that an energetically favourable and frequently occurring packing motif is 

particularly promising for electron mobility, with a highest calculated mobility 

of 2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1 (assuming a reorganization energy of 0.46 eV). We also 

calculate relatively high hole mobility in some structures, with a highest 

calculated mobility of 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1 found for chains of helicenes p acked in a 

herringbone fashion. Neither the energetically favourable nor high charge 

carrier mobility packing motifs are intuitively obvious, and this demonstrates 

the utility of our approach to computationally explore the energy-structure-

function landscape for organic semiconductors. Our work demonstrates a route 

for the use of computational simulations to aid in the design of new molecules 

for organic electronics, through the a priori prediction of their likely solid-state 

form and properties. 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

Supramolecular materials consist of assemblies built from molecules packed 

through non-covalent interactions. The design of molecular materials with 

targeted properties is a long-standing goal, but, unfortunately, often thwarted by 

the inherent unpredictability of the supramolecular assembly.1 In the absence of 

strong directional non-covalent interactions (for example hydrogen bonds), 

small changes in molecular position or conformation can have a large impact on 

the crystal packing and consequent properties. Crystal structure prediction 

(CSP) techniques have been developed over the last few decades for the 

prediction of polymorphism in pharmaceuticals.2,3 Such techniques identify the 

most likely polymorphs of organic molecules by searching the potential energy 

landscapes and energetically ranking the structures. “Blind tests” of these 

methods have shown increasing success over the last decades, with successful 

predictions for increasingly complex systems, such as co-crystals, hydrates and 

larger, more flexible molecules.4-6 However, the application of these techniques 

to molecular materials is still relatively rare, with some recent exceptions 

including the comparison of two polymorphs of an acetylene molecule in 

organic electronics7 and in the prediction of porous molecular materials,8 

including the generation in 2017 of “energy-structure-function” (ESF) maps for 

extrinsically porous materials.9 Very recently, Campbell et al. explored ESF 

maps for small molecule planar azapentacenes, demonstrating the influence of 

both intra- and intermolecular interactions in determining crystal p acking and 

thus charge carrier mobilities in the molecules.10 Through prediction of ESF 

maps, we can lay the basis for computational design, or rather, screening of 

molecules that will likely form structures with optimal properties such as 

electronic transport properties. In this work, we explore the energy -structure-

function relationships for charge carrier mobilities in [6]helicene, a chiral 

molecule with high potential for novel organic electronic device applications. 



Helicenes are a class of chiral molecules where the chirality arises from 

the intrinsically helical nature of their twisted aromatic structure (see Fig. 1). 11 

Like all chiral molecules, they can exist in both left-handed or right-handed 

forms (so-called enantiomers) and single-handed (enantiopure) helicenes exhibit 

exceptionally strong chiroptical properties, such as circular dichroism and high 

optical rotatory power.11 Helicenes have been investigated for application in 

chemosensors, stereoselective charge transfer complexes, liquid crystals, 

organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), asymmetric catalysis, molecular 

machines and in biological chemistry.11-14 Many of these applications depend on 

the presence of certain supramolecular assemblies of the molecular helicenes. 

For example, functionalized helicenes have been developed to form one-

dimensional columnar aggregates, the fibres of which have then exhibited high 

non-linear optical susceptibility. 15-17 Chemical modifications of such molecules 

have directed how they pack into mesophases as helical discotic liquid 

crystals,18 and studies of their assembly on surfaces have shed light on their 

chiral molecular recognition (see references 19 and 20 and references therein). 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The two enantiomers of the chiral [6]helicene molecule, shown in a 

top-down view (bold bonds indicate bonds projecting towards the viewer). 



 

Given their conjugated aromatic framework, the solid state structures of 

helicenes provide significant opportunities for use in organic electronic 

devices.11,14 Furthermore, the chirality of these materials allows for additional 

functionality in devices, such as OLEDs that emit circularly polarized light, 21,22 

and spintronic devices based on the chiral-induced spin-selectivity effect.23 

Despite such high promise however, the application of helicenes to electron ic 

devices is, to date, in its infancy. In part, this is due to a poor understanding of 

molecular packing and how this impacts device performance. Furthermore, 

chiral materials will pack differently depending on whether a single-handed 

(enantiopure), racemic (a 50:50 mix of left-handed and right-handed 

molecules), or some other mixture is employed. For example, Hatakeyama et al. 

reported a difference in the carrier type for azaboradibenzo[6]helicene between 

the racemic form, which exhibited higher mobility for holes, and the 

enantiopure form, which exhibited higher mobility for electrons.24 They 

rationalized this on the basis of the differences in molecular p acking between 

the two forms, driven by molecular chirality. One of us has previously rep orted 

the use of aza[6]helicene in OFETs, finding opposite enantiomers to have, as 

expected, a strong dependence of photogenerated current on the handedness of 

circularly polarized light.25 Recently, P3HT-helicene blend organic 

photovoltaics (OPVs) were reported, which showed a five-fold increase in 

power conversion efficiency when switching from a racemic to an enantiopure 

helicene additive as part of a polymer blend material.26 We have recently shown 

for aza[6]helicene that differences in molecular packing cause an 80-fold 

difference in charge mobility for OFET devices fabricated using enantiopure vs. 

racemate mixtures.27 Understanding the packing–electronic property 

relationship would enable control of useful properties for applications. 

Thus far, attempts to control the solid-state assembly of helicenes have 

largely been based on a combination of chemical intuition and trial-and-error in 



the laboratory. The ability to control or predict the assembly of a given helicene, 

in particular towards helical columns, is tantalizing as this could help to 

dramatically improve properties related to a chiroptical response15 and therefore 

potential device performance in certain contexts. Detailed experimental studies 

into polymorphism in helicenes are, however, relatively rare. In this work, we 

use CSP to explore the lattice energy landscape for the carbohelicene, 

[6]helicene (see Fig. 1), allowing us to explore what drives the molecular 

packing of this molecule. Furthermore, through calculating the charge mobility 

of the energetically accessible hypothetical polymorphs, we are able to exp lore 

the energy-structure-function relationships for this material. The relationship 

between molecular structure and the macroscopic properties of relevance in 

organic electronics is a complex one. Charge carrier mobility is influenced by 

molecular structure, conformation, molecular packing and the degree of order. 

There are often a wide range of mobilities reported for a single chemical 

structure, due to the various causes of heterogeneity. High mobility in the 

crystalline part is a condition for high mobility in the film, so we would like to 

understand both the mobility – crystal structure relationship and the p reference 

for given crystal structures. 

 We selected [6]helicene because it is well known and studied.28,29 It  also 

expresses an interesting range of crystalline forms including homochiral 

structures and intergrowths. The solid state form of enantiopure [6]helicene was 

reported by de Rango et al. in 1973 with the chiral P212121 space group.29 

Interestingly, a racemate crystal structure has never been reported for 

[6]helicene. Instead, the racemic solutions of [6]helicene spontaneously 

crystallise as conglomerates of homochiral crystals in the chiral P2 12121 space 

group.30 Such preference for homochiral interactions is relatively rare (found 

with ~19% of chiral compounds).31 However, further investigation has shown 

that the individual crystals with a chiral space group formed from a racemic 

[6]helicene solution are in fact racemic, with enantiomeric excesses (e.e.s) of a 



few percent.30 In 1981, Thomas and co-workers suggested this was due to 

intergrowths with alternating layers of opposite helicene enantiomers forming, 

and using surface energy calculations they postulated a (100) intergrowth was 

most likely to form.30 

 A critical factor in the improvement of polymorph prediction, as observed 

in the blind tests, has been the use of electronic structure calculations as a final 

step in the reliable ranking of the hypothetical polymorphs. This is a p articular 

challenge due to the requirement for an accurate description of the non-covalent 

interactions between molecules. These London dispersion interactions are 

fundamentally absent in standard density functional theory (DFT).  In this work, 

we utilise the exchange-hole dipole moment (XDM) dispersion model32,33 for 

this reason. XDM is a non-empirical model of dispersion, in which the C 6, C8, 

and C10 dispersion coefficients are calculated directly from properties of the 

electron density and therefore vary depending on the local chemical 

environment. When combined with the B86bPBE density functional, 34 XDM 

has been shown to reproduce well the experimental sublimation enthalpies and 

geometries for molecular solids,35,36 predict experimental e.e.s describing the 

relative stabilities of enantiopure and racemic crystals,36 and to produce reliable 

energy rankings for CSP.37 With knowledge of the crystal structure and 

molecular structures, non-adiabatic Marcus theory can be used to calculate the 

direction and field dependent rate of charge hopping between molecules in the 

non-adiabatic limit, and hence to predict the charge carrier mobility.  

 

Methods 

Full methodological details are provided in the supporting information. For the 

CSP calculations, a molecular model of [6]helicene was constructed manually 

and geometry optimised in Gaussian0938 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of 

theory. CrystalPredictor39,40 was used to generate the hypothetical crystal 

structures, with the search restricted to structures with a single molecule in the 



asymmetric unit (Z′=1) and using only common space groups that included both 

enantiopure and racemic packings. The structure search was conducted with the 

helicene treated as a rigid molecule and the electrostatic component of the 

intermolecular forces evaluated based upon a distributed multipole analysis 41 

(calculated using GDMA2)42 and the remaining intermolecular forces were 

calculated using the Williams potential.43 The unique structures from the search 

(~10,000) were then lattice energy minimised using DMACRYS.44 We 

constructed three intergrowth models manually (see Fig. S1), finding the lowest 

energy stable structure to be that with a (100) interface previously found by 

Thomas and co-workers.30 This structure was energy minimised as described 

above.  

The 50 lowest energy structures from the crystal structure search, along 

with the intergrowth structure, were then reoptimised using electronic structure 

calculations32,33 with the exchange-hole dipole moment (XDM) dispersion 

correction, B86BPBE density functional34,45 and a plane-wave/pseudopotentials 

approach46 in Quantum ESPRESSO,47 version 5. Crystal structure comp arisons 

were performed using the COMPACK48 procedure in Mercury.49  

 Charge carrier mobility calculations were performed on the 27 low 

energy structures, see the SI for full details. For each of these, the geometry of 

the first molecule in the unit cell was relaxed with hybrid DFT using the B3LYP 

functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set. It was necessary to reoptimise with 

B3LYP before performing the single point energy calculations to reduce the 

self-interaction error and localize charges on the molecules. B3LYP has been 

shown to give good results for the electronic structure for organic materials. 50 

This relaxed molecule was then projected to its equivalent positions in the unit  

cell with symmetry operations, and translated by the lattice units to make up  a 

3x3x3 supercell. The transfer integrals between all molecules in the u nit cell to 

all other molecules were calculated, subject to a distance cut -off of 18 Å, at 

which separation the transfer integrals were typically less than 1 x 10 -9 eV. The 



symmetry of the supercell means that only a subset of all possible transfer 

integrals need to be calculated explicitly. The transfer integrals were calculated 

with a hybrid DFT molecular pair calculation and the projective method, which 

involves projecting the orbitals of a pair of molecules onto a basis set defined by 

the unperturbed orbitals of the individual molecules.51 The electron and hole 

transfer rates in a particular direction were calculated with non-adiabatic 

Marcus theory52 with a reorganisation energy of 0.46 eV, assuming no energetic 

disorder, and a master equation approach. As the absolute value for the outer 

sphere component of the reorganisation energy is not known, the calculated 

values of the charge mobility cannot be considered as absolute. However the 

calculated mobilities do allow direct comparison between different crystal 

structures and transport directions where the same reorganisation energy has 

been used. As an alternative measure of anisotropy, we also calculated the ratio 

between the maximum and minimum mobility. We further compared this to the 

ratio between the maximum and minimum mobility, as an alternative approach 

to considering anisotropy of the mobility. 

 

Results and discussion 

Crystal structure prediction 

Throughout our results, structures are numbered according to the energetic 

ranking from the DFT calculations, with 1 being the lowest energy p olymorph 

found. Nyman and Day have previously calculated the lattice energies for 508 

polymorphic organic molecules and found that the lattice energies of 

experimentally observed polymorphs fall within 7.2 kJ mol-1 of the absolute 

minimum in 95% of cases.53 Therefore, for further structural analysis and 

calculations of charge mobility in the hypothetical helicene crystal structures, 

we included only those unique structures that lay within this energetic window 

from the XDM calculations, a total of 27 crystal structures. We found the lowest 

energy stable intergrowth structure to be that with a (100) interface p reviously 



found by Thomas and co-workers.30 Fig. 2 shows the intergrowth structure and 

how this relates to the enantiopure structure (the Cambridge Structure Database 

(CSD) reference for this structure is HEXHEL).    

 

Figure 2: A comparison of the three lowest energy computed [6]helicene 
structures, each shown in two perpendicular views. In the enantiopure 

structure, all molecules are grey, in the intergrowth and racemate structures, 
the left-handed molecule is shown in cyan and the right-handed in purple. The 

unit cells are shown with a black box; Across all structures in the top row, 
chains of helicenes with translational symmetry run vertically on the page, 

while on the bottom row, chains of alternating interlocked and “back-to-back” 
helicene pairs run vertically on the page. 

  

 The lattice energy landscape for [6]helicene is typical of an organic 

molecule, with an overall trend whereby more dense structures, that are p acked 

more efficiently, have lower lattice energy. The lattice energy landscapes  are 

shown in Fig. 3 for the DFT calculations, in Fig. S3 for the rigid-body search 

and the data for both is given in Table S2. The reoptimization of the structures 

at the DFT level resulted in significant re-ranking of the predicted crystal 

structures, with the majority of structures being significantly stabilised (see 

comparison in Fig. S4) relative to the global minimum structure. The most 

thermodynamically stable structure from the DFT calculations is an enantiopure 

structure in the chiral P212121 space group that is a match to the experimentally 



reported structure of de Rango et al. (CSD code HEXHEL),54 with a root-mean-

square-displacement for a 15 molecule comparison (RMSD15) of 0.208 Å. The 

structural overlay of the experimentally observed and p redicted structure 1  is 

shown in Fig. 4. The density of the predicted structure from the DFT 

calculations is 1.362 g cm-3, which is ~6% more dense than the exp erimentally 

reported density of 1.289 g cm-3, leading to a very slight difference in the 

relative positions of helicenes in the experimental and theoretical structures 

shown in Fig 4. This is to be expected given that we did not account for thermal 

expansion and zero-point-vibrational effects in these systems in our 

calculations, due to their large size.35  

  

 

Figure 3: Lattice energy landscape with the B86bPBE-XDM method for the 

energetically low-lying [6]helicene polymorphs. The structure labelled 
HEXHEL is the observed enantiopure structure and all structures are numbered 

according to their final energetic ranking; this numbering is used to refer to the 
structures throughout the text. 



 

Figure 4: An overlay of the experimental HEXHEL enantiopure structure (1) 
viewed down the c axis (red) and the lowest energy computed [6]helicene 

crystal structure (blue), as relaxed with the B86bPBE-XDM method.  

 

Whilst our calculations do correctly predict the experimentally observed 

HEXHEL enantiopure structure as the thermodynamically most stable structure, 

the difference in ranking across predicted structures 1, 2  and 3  is small, <1 kJ 

mol-1. The relative ranking of these structures is of particular interest, as 1 is the 

lowest enantiopure structure, 2 is the intergrowth structure and 3  is the lowest 

energy racemate structure, with space group Pna21. Our final prediction 

regarding the order of thermodynamic stability is thus: enantiopure > 

intergrowth > racemate; suggesting [6]helicene defies the typical trend of 

racemates being favoured over conglomerates of homochiral crystals. Thus, not 

only do we correctly predict the observed enantiopure structure, we also predict 

that for a racemic mixture of [6]helicene, the intergrowth structure is more 

stable than a racemate structure, providing confirmation of the earlier 

suggestions30 that the lack of an observed racemate crystal structure for 

[6]helicene is the result of intergrowths preferentially forming. We do note, that 

the ranking of these three structures was different in the rigid-body search (Fig. 

S3 and Table S2) and that the errors introduced in neglecting thermal expansion 

are typically ~1-2 kJ mol-1 at room temperature,55 which is greater than the 

lattice energy differences calculated herein. In a p revious CSP study (without 

DFT level relaxation) of three spontaneously resolving systems by D’Oria et 



al.,56 the energy differences between the enantiopure and racemate structures 

were also found to be less than a few kJ mol-1 and therefore easily influenced by 

kinetic and entropic effects. In our case however, this means that lattice energy 

differences alone, although arguably within the margin of error, are sufficient to 

explain the experimental observations, as was the case with another p revious 

CSP study that used hybrid DFT to predict spontaneous resolution.57 

 Predicted structures 1, 2 and 3 are highly interrelated, as can be seen from 

inspection of Fig. 2. The enantiopure structure 1 contains chains of homochiral 

pairs of helicenes that are interlocked, with each interlocked pair packed “back -

to-back” with the next. Perpendicular to this, there run columns of homochiral 

helicenes with translational symmetry. The intergrowth structure 2 , which was 

constructed as a (100) intergrowth of 1, has the same substructures, but in a 

larger cell where the unit cell of 1 is packed next to the same unit cell, but with 

helicenes of the opposite chirality. Finally, the racemate structure 3  again has 

the same substructure features, but it has alternating chains and columns of 

opposite chirality helicenes. Thus, from this we can hypothesise that these 

homochiral interlocked chains and translational symmetry chains are the low 

energy packings for [6]helicene. The differences in how these are packed 

together with adjacent homochiral or heterochiral chains is most likely all that is 

responsible for the subtle differences in their energetic rankings and 

consequently for their experimental observation. Comparing the two-

dimensional (2D) fingerprint plots58 (see Fig. S7) for these three structures, it  

can be seen that the alignment of exclusively homochiral chains in 1  results in 

the strongest C-H--- and - interactions across the three structures. This 

highlights how critical control of the interactions in all three dimensions would 

be in the “design” of a molecule with desired crystal packing features.  

 It is clear that there is a far greater number of racemic than enantiopure 

structures in the energetically low-lying region of the energy landscape we have 

investigated (<7.2 kJ mol-1), with 23 and 3 predicted structures, respectively. 



The predicted racemic structures are found in a range of space groups (see Fig. 

S5), with P21/c being the most common of the lowest energy structures. 

Structures 5 and 6 are particularly interesting, given that they are the two 

highest density structures found and yet are not lowest in energy. Structures 5 

and 6 both feature interlocked heterochiral helicene pairings, rather than the 

interlocked homochiral helicene pairs in structures 1-3. However, 2D 

fingerprint plots of the non-covalent interactions of 5 and 6 (Fig. S7) show that 

compared to the more thermodynamically stable structures, these lack C -H--- 

interactions. This shows that whilst inversion symmetry in a helicene structure 

can increase the density, this does not necessarily mean that favourable non -

covalent interactions are maximised.  

 

Classification of structure motifs 

 As the energy-structure relationships uncovered thus far had shown 

trends based on particular substructure features, we decided to investigate the 

crystal packing of the 27 lowest energy structures further. We began by 

producing a packing similarity tree diagram (Fig. S2, Table S3) and this allowed 

us to identify common substructures to search for throughout the predicted 

polymorphs. These results are shown in Fig. 5 and Table S1, with the 

substructures displayed in Fig. 5b. We identified 10 common substructures, 

which can be listed in order of their frequency of appearance (given in brackets, 

together with a label of the substructure number):  

 

• a homochiral chain with translational symmetry (63%; I) 

• a homochiral back-to-back pair (48%; II) 

• a heterochiral interlocked pair (30%; III) 

• a homochiral interlocked pair (26%; IV) 



• a homochiral chain; consisting of alternating back-to-back and 

interlocked pairs (15%; V) 

• a heterochiral back-to-back pair, “centre”; where the two central 

aromatic rings on each of the molecules are closest, although not at  - 

stacking distances (15%; VI) 

• a heterochiral back-to-back pair, “edge”; where the second and third 

aromatic rings on each of the molecules are closest, although not at  - 

stacking distances or orientation (15%; VII) 

• a heterochiral chain; consisting of alternating back-to-back and 

interlocked pairs (11%; VIII) 

• a heterochiral chain; consisting of helicenes sitting adjacent to each other 

edge-to-edge (11%; IX) 

• a homochiral chain with translational symmetry, arranged in a 

herringbone packing (11%; X) 

 

Molecular structure files for these features are provided as supporting 

information. Some clear themes emerge from the results; firstly, chains of 

homochiral [6]helicenes (substructure V) are present in all but one of the eleven 

lowest energy structures (1-11) and this is therefore a low energy packing 

feature, common to both enantiopure and racemate structures. Thus, whilst 

space groups change between enantiopure and racemate structures, key 

positioning of neighbouring molecules, i.e. substructures, are frequently 

retained. Secondly, crystal structure 4 exhibits completely different 

substructures; with a homochiral chain of molecules p acked in a herringbone 

fashion with translational symmetry (substructure X), and in the p erp endicular 

direction heterochiral chains with the helicenes adjacent to each other in an 

edge-to-edge fashion (substructure IX). Thirdly, for the densest racemate 

structures, a similar set of features to those in 1-3 is observed, excep t with the 



chains featuring alternating interlocked and back-to-back pairs that are hetero- 

(substructure VIII) rather than homochiral. Finally, higher in the energy 

landscape, it can be seen that a heterochiral back-to-back pair, aligned centrally 

(substructure VII), excludes any of the other common substructure features.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 5: (a) Lattice energy landscape labelled according to which molecular 
substructures they contain. Substructures are ordered by decreasing frequency. 
Note, two predicted structures (17 and 26) do not appear on the plot as they 

contain none of these substructures, for their positions, refer back to Fig. 3; (b) 
The molecular substructures, with surrounding boxes coloured and labelled as 



per (a). Where necessary, two perpendicular views of the same substructure are 
shown within the box, divided by a line. Helicene molecules within homochiral 

substructures are shown grey and within heterochiral substructures opposite 
enantiomers are shown purple and cyan; no hydrogens are shown. Table S1 

gives the substructures found in each of the 27 structures. 

 

Charge carrier mobilities 

Among the most important properties of organic semiconductor crystals 

are the charge carrier mobilities. Mobility is a particularly interesting p roperty 

in the present context, because it can vary by orders of magnitude depending on 

the crystal polymorph, as well as crystal direction. To the best of our 

knowledge, there have not been any previous reports of experimental 

measurements of charge carrier mobility for [6]helicene films. Here, we 

calculate direction-dependent electron and hole mobilities within the Marcus 

hopping model51 for all low energy structures and investigate the correlation 

between packing motif and calculated mobility. The relationship between the 

maximum transfer integral (J) and charge carrier mobility is given in Table S4  

for hole mobilty and Table S5 for electron mobility and we find that a large 

maximum transfer integral does not necessarily mean a large mobility . This is 

because the large transfer integrals could be between adjacent pairs, so there is 

no extended high coupling pathway through the structure that can result in high 

charge carrier mobility. We have also plotted histograms of the complete set  of 

transfer integrals for the highest and lowest hole and electron mobility 

structures (see Fig. S9). If we consider a significant transfer integral as one that 

is greater than 1 meV, then the plots indicate that a greater number of transfer 

integrals above this threshold results in a larger mobility. These plots do not tell 

the whole story, as a high coupling pathway is still the most important factor in 

determining high mobility.  

The charge mobility obtained for the 27 low energy structures ranges 

from 0.0 to 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1 for holes and 0.1 to 2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1 for electrons, using 



a reorganisation energy of 0.46 eV in both cases; the values are shown in Figs. 

6, S10 and Tables S4 and S5. As the value of the outer component of the 

reorganisation energy cannot be calculated precisely, such calculations are best 

used for comparing relative carrier mobilities in a series of structures, as we 

have here, rather than absolute values. We can, however, compare the 

magnitude of our predicted mobilities to systems where the same method has 

been applied, although we note that the value for the reorganisation energy used 

in the calculations will influence the magnitude of the mobilities.  In this 

context, the calculated carrier mobilities of [6]helicene structures are promising, 

with the maximum hole mobility of 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1 greater than that p reviously 

reported from calculations for (rac)-aza[6]helicene (0.058 cm2 V-1 s-1),27 (+)-

aza[6]helicene (0.032),27 TIPS-pentacene (0.33),59 TES-pentacene (0.28),59 

PCBM (0.0093),60 bis-PCBM (0.0005)60 and tris-PCBM (0.000009),60 all using 

similar values of reorganization energy (λ in the range 0.2 to 0.5 eV). We see 

that high hole mobility structures within our energetically low-lying set of 

[6]helicenes polymorphs is a relatively rare feature; only 6 of the 27 structures 

have hole mobility greater than 1 cm2 V-1 s-1. This suggests that whilst relatively 

high hole mobility is achievable for [6]helicene, there would have to be some 

degree of serendipity for a high hole mobility structure to be the one obtained 

experimentally. By comparison, high electron mobility above 1 cm2 V-1 s-1 is 

relatively common for the [6]helicene structures, occurring in 17 of the 27 low-

lying polymorphs, including the experimentally isolated structure, 1 

(HEXHEL), for which a particularly high value of 2.1 cm2 V-1 s-1 was 

calculated. This finding suggests that [6]helicene is an ambipolar transport 

material and, since encouraging electron mobilities are seldom reported, 

[6]helicene may be a promising material class to investigate for electron 

mobility. 

No strong correlation between the electron and hole mobilities is 

observed for the various candidate structures (Fig. 6a). While the racemic 



structures tend to have higher hole mobilities and lower electron mobilities, 

relative to the enantiopure structures (in agreement with previous results from 

Hatakeyama et al. for azaboradibenzo[6]helicene24), the highest electron and 

hole mobilities are both obtained for racemic structures. Thus, it is clear that the 

specific packing is more important in determining the charge-carrier mobilit ies 

than the overall chirality of the crystal. Examining our results further for 

structure-energy-function relationships, we see that there is no strong 

correlation for highest charge carrier mobility with relative energy, density or 

mobility anisotropy across the polymorphs (Fig 6b-d and Fig. S10). Examining 

the dependence of charge-carrier mobilities on the relative energies allows one 

to ascertain whether or not certain high hole mobility structures are at least 

thermodynamically accessible. The structure with the highest hole mobility, 4 , 

is ranked only 1.1 kJ mol-1 above the global minimum, suggesting it  is feasible 

that this polymorph could be crystallised from a thermodynamic perspective and 

display optimal hole mobility. The structure with the highest electron mobility, 

11, is only 4.6 kJ mol-1 above the global minimum, and so might also be 

experimentally accessible.  

 



 

Figure 6: Electron mobility for the energetically low-lying [6]helicene 

polymorphs compared to (a) hole mobility, (b) DFT relative energy, (c) density 
and (d) anisotropy of electron mobility. The data points are coloured according 

to the substructure type. The equivalent plots for hole mobility are in Fig. S10.  

 

We can examine the highest hole mobility racemic structure 4 to uncover 

the origin of this property. The angular dependent mobility in each of the three 

orthogonal planes of 4 is shown in Fig. 7 and key data in Table 1 . In terms of 

substructures, it contains both the adjacent heterochiral chain (substructure IX, 

Fig. 7d) and the herringbone translational homochiral chain (substructure X, 

Fig. 7e). These substructures are also found in structures 16 and 25, which have 

the second and fifth best hole mobility respectively, thus they are clearly 



beneficial substructures for high hole mobility. Within 4, the hole mobility 

along the herringbone chain was 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1, whereas it was lower, 0.01 cm2 

V-1 s-1, along the adjacent heterochiral chain. The highest mobility direction in 

4, 16 and 25 was always along the herringbone translational chain (substructure 

X). This high hole mobility substructure was only found in 3 of the 27 (11%) 

low energy [6]helicene polymorphs, so is a relatively rare feature. Examination 

of the HOMOs and LUMOs for this substructure (see Fig. S8) shows that it  is 

not immediately obvious from either the inspection of these molecular orbitals 

or the underlying molecular structures as to why there would be high hole 

mobility. This demonstrates the utility of our approach in calculating the charge 

carrier mobility, which is not chemically intuitive to determine. The finding that 

a herringbone alignment leads to high mobility is consistent with evidence for 

high mobilities in crystal structures with a herringbone packing motif.61 

However, other factors such as the sign of the transfer integral,62 thermal 

vibrations63 and polarizability64 have been identified as factors that influence 

mobility in molecular crystals, meaning that structural motif is not the only 

factor. These additional factors could be addressed in the future with more 

detailed studies of particular polymorphs. 

 

 

 



 
Figure 7: Angular dependent hole mobility for structure 4 in the (a) ab-, (b) bc- 
and (c) ac- planes; (d) the adjacent heterochiral chain (substructure type IX) 

with hole mobility of 0.01 cm2 V-1 s-1 (e) the herringbone translational 
homochiral chain (substructure type X) with hole mobility of 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1. The 

red arrow shows the highest hole mobility direction for structure 4. 



The highest hole mobility structures have relatively low electron 

mobility, whereas the highest electron mobility is found in the racemic structure 

11. The angular dependent mobility in each of the three orthogonal planes of 11 

is shown in Fig. 8 and key data in Table 1. Structure 11  contains the adjacent 

translational homochiral chain substructure (I), and the direction of these chains 

corresponds to the highest electron mobility. However, the presence of this 

substructure alone does not necessarily lead to a high electron mobility, as it  is 

also contained in many other structures, spanning a range of values. This is 

because the same substructure can exhibit different pair separations dep ending 

on the overall crystal structure. The homochiral  chain substructure is 

particularly sensitive to the surrounding environment compared to the 

herringbone substructure, with the latter having very similar pair separations for 

all cases in which it appears. Again, as with the high hole mobility structure, 

examination of the molecular orbitals for this substructure (see Fig. S8) does not 

show an intuitively obvious hopping pathway for high electron mobility. 

 The anisotropy of the charge carrier mobility was calculated as the 

normalised standard deviation of the angular dependent mobility by dividing the 

standard deviation of the values by the maximum value in that structure  and 

additionally, the ratio between the maximum and minimum mobility was 

calculated (see Tables S4 and S5). With both values, there was no strong trend 

in hole or electron mobility with the anisotropy. In the remaining discussion, we 

use the normalised standard deviation of the mobility. The anisotropy values for 

the electron mobility range from 0.18 to 0.37. There is no strong trend in 

electron mobility with the anisotropy. More isotropic structures (with low 

calculated values for anisotropy) are desirable, as it means that slight changes in 

orientation or polymorphism give more robust performance in a device. The 

three structures with the highest charge carrier mobility (4 and 11) do have 

relatively high anisotropy (0.27 and 0.32, respectively), indicating that the high 

charge carrier mobility is principally in one direction in these cases. 



 

Figure 8: Angular dependent electron mobility for structure 11 in the (a) ab-, 
(b) bc- and (c) ac- planes; (d) the adjacent translational homochiral chain 

(substructure type I) with electron mobility of 2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1. The red arrow 
shows the highest electron mobility direction for structure 11. 



 
 Finally, in Table 1 we compare the charge carrier mobilities for the 

lowest energy enantiopure (1), racemic (3) and intergrowth structures (2), which 

have similar substructures in different arrangements (refer back to Fig. 2). All 

three structures have similar maximum electron mobilities, ranging from 1.9 –  

2.2 cm2 V-1 s-1. Inspection of the origin of the high electron mobility p athway 

shows that, for all three of these structures, high electron mobilit ies are along 

the same substructure, the homochiral chain with translational symmetry 

(substructure I). This is the same substructure as found in the maximum 

electron mobility structure 11 (2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1). Thus, substructure I often results 

in high electron mobility, notwithstanding the wider environment of other 

substructures influencing the exact magnitude of the electron mobility. The 

three structures 1, 2 and 3 have a lower magnitude of hole mobility, ranging 

from 0.7 – 0.9 cm2 V-1 s-1, with the high hole mobility pathway running along 

the homochiral chain with alternating back-to-back and interlocked pairs 

(substructure V) for the intergrowth structure, but cutting diagonally across the 

same chains for the racemic and enantiopure structures, the latter not 

corresponding to a particular substructure. 

 

Table 1: A comparison of charge carrier mobilities in the lowest energy 
enantiopure, racemic and intergrowth structures, and in the highest hole 

mobility structure (4) and highest electron mobility structure (11). 

Structure DFT 

Relative 

energy 

(kJ mol-1) 

Contributing 

substructures 

Maximum 

hole mobility 

(cm2 V-1 s-1) 

Maximum 

electron 

mobility (cm2 

V-1 s-1) 

Enantiopure (1, 

HEXHEL) 

0.0 I, II, IV, V 0.73 2.15 

Racemic (3) 0.8 I, II, IV, V 0.92 2.24 

Intergrowth (2) 0.6 I, II, IV, V 0.74 1.89 



4 1.1 IX, X 2.00 0.80 

11 4.6 I, III 0.41 2.90 

 

 

Conclusions 

 In summary, we have used computational simulations to explore the 

energy-structure-function relationships for the [6]helicene molecule, 

considering its potential use as a material in organic semiconductor devices. 

Making use of CSP methods and DFT-XDM computations, we p redicted the 

energetic ordering of possible crystal packings of [6]helicene. This approach 

correctly predicts the lowest energy enantiopure structure that has been 

experimentally observed, as well as explaining why an intergrowth structure is  

preferentially formed over a racemate crystal structure. Energetically low -lying 

polymorphs of [6]helicene combine homochiral chains with translational 

symmetry (substructure I), as well as perpendicular chains with alternating pairs 

of interlocked and back-to-back homochiral helicenes (substructure V). The 3-

dimensional arrangement of these chains, and the degree to which they 

maximise non-covalent interactions determines the observed forms.  

 Through the use of charge carrier mobility calculations, we determined 

that energetically low-lying [6]helicene polymorphs have promising carrier 

mobility, with the highest calculated hole mobility of 2.0 cm2 V-1 s-1 and the 

highest electron mobility of 2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1. Whilst these highest calculated 

mobilities are not found in the lowest energy polymorphs, they are found in 

structures that are potentially observable on a thermodynamic basis, based on 

relative energies of 1.1 and 4.6 kJ mol-1 relative to the global minimum for the 

hole and electron carriers respectively. Comparably high electron mobility 

(exceeding 1.0 cm2 V-1 s-1) was found to occur in almost two-thirds of the 

structures, suggesting the experimental investigation of electron mobility in 

[6]helicene is particularly promising. 



 We further explored how charge carrier mobility relates to the energy-

structure landscape of [6]helicene. We explored the relationship between hole 

and electron mobility, with the relative energy, density and anisotropy of carrier 

mobility for the structure. There were no strong correlations for these 

properties, but we were able to identify certain substructures that are associated 

with high hole mobility and high electron mobility. The substructure that 

resulted in the highest hole mobility was found to be a homochiral chain with 

translational symmetry, arranged in a herringbone packing (substructure X). 

This substructure was relatively rare across the energetically low-lying 

[6]helicene polymorphs, being found in only 11% of the structures sampled. 

The substructure that resulted in the highest electron mobility was a chain of 

homochiral helicenes with translational symmetry (substructure I). It  was the 

most frequently occurring substructure, being found in 63% of the polymorphs, 

including in the three lowest energy structures.  

 We highlight the potential for our computational approach to be used in 

the future to help screen for molecules with desirable solid-state structures 

and/or properties. For example, if a synthetic chemist wishes to develop a chiral 

molecule that has a preferential type of packing combined with high, anisotropic 

hole mobility, then our approach can help narrow the selection to the most 

promising candidates. Our insight into the relationship between packing and 

charge mobility for a single molecule has helped us to test or to go beyond 

intuitive assumptions about what types of molecular packing are desired for a 

given property. For example, for helicenes, chemical intuition might lead one to 

expect that helical columns would lead to high carrier mobility, however our 

calculations for [6]helicene suggested alternative, not intuitively obvious, 

substructures, to be the most promising charge carriers. Beyond these lessons 

for the design of materials for organic semiconductors, we note that there may 

be lost opportunities in the laboratory, based upon the fact that the 



characterisation of the performance of a single crystal structure may neglect 

enhanced properties for alternative polymorphs of the materials.   
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